
Monday
10/03/2022

6th Grade US History
hurricane

Tuesday
10/04/2022

6th Grade US History
hurricane

Wednesday
10/05/2022

6th Grade US History
ALL PERIODS 39 MIN

CLASSES

UNIT 2: 13 Colonies
Essential Questions:
• How were the different

colonial regions different
from one another? How
were they similar?
How did the climate and
geographies of New
England, the Middle
Colonies and the Southern
Colonies impact their
economies and lifestyles?
What type of economies
did the three regions
have?
How did religious practices
differ in the three regions?

Lesson Activities:
Daily Starter: As students
come in, map of the 13
colonies will be projected on
board students need to take
out the interactive notebook
turn to pg 11 with the map of
the 13 colonies and color and
identify the 3 different
regions.
• Students will follow the

directions on the board to
complete their maps.

•
• Students will watch the

brainpop video Regions of
the 13 Colonies and

Thursday
10/06/2022

6th Grade US History
ALL PERIODS 90 MIN
CLASSES

UNIT 2: 13 Colonies
Essential Questions:
• How were the different

colonial regions different
from one another? How
were they similar?
How did the climate and
geographies of New
England, the Middle
Colonies and the Southern
Colonies impact their
economies and lifestyles?
What type of economies
did the three regions
have?
How did religious practices
differ in the three regions?

Lesson Activities: 13
Colonies PPT lesson.
Students will follow along with
lesson and complete guided
notes. Once lesson and
guided notes are complete
students will glue notes into
pg. 12 of their interactive
notebooks.

Extension Activities: Colonial
Regions worksheet - students
will work with shoulder
partners to use guided notes
to answer questions about
the different regions of the 13
colonies.

Friday
10/07/2022

6th Grade US History
ALL PERIODS 90 MIN
CLASSES

UNIT 2: 13 Colonies
Essential Questions:
• How were the different

colonial regions different
from one another? How
were they similar?
How did the climate and
geographies of New
England, the Middle
Colonies and the Southern
Colonies impact their
economies and lifestyles?
What type of economies
did the three regions
have?
How did religious practices
differ in the three regions?

Lesson Activities: 13
Colonies PPT lesson.
Students will follow along with
lesson and complete guided
notes. Once lesson and
guided notes are complete
students will glue notes into
pg. 12 of their interactive
notebooks.

Extension Activities: Colonial
Regions worksheet - students
will work with shoulder
partners to use guided notes
to answer questions about
the different regions of the 13
colonies.
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complete the quiz.
(Formative Grade)

http://www.brainpop.com/
socialstudies/ushistory/
regionsofthethirteencoloni
es/

Standards
SS.8.A.1.2 Analyze charts,
graphs, maps, photographs
and timelines; analyze
political cartoons; determine
cause and effect.
SS.8.A.2.2 Compare the
characteristics of the New
England, Middle, and
Southern colonies.
SS.8.A.2.3 Differentiate
economic systems of New
England, Middle and
Southern colonies including
indentured servants and
slaves as labor sources.
SS.8.A.2.4 Identify the
impact of key colonial figures
on the economic, political,
and social development of
the colonies.
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SS.8.A.2.3 Differentiate
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SS.8.A.1.2 Analyze charts,
graphs, maps, photographs
and timelines; analyze
political cartoons; determine
cause and effect.
SS.8.A.2.2 Compare the
characteristics of the New
England, Middle, and
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SS.8.A.2.3 Differentiate
economic systems of New
England, Middle and
Southern colonies including
indentured servants and
slaves as labor sources.
SS.8.A.2.4 Identify the
impact of key colonial figures
on the economic, political,
and social development of
the colonies.
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